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Obituary:

Gábor Vermes
1935-2014

Gábor Vermes was not yet ten years old when his — and his family’s —
situation went from bad to worse after Nazi Germany occupied Hungary in
March of 1944. He survived the persecutions and deportations of the rest
of that year by living in an orphanage for Christian children in Budapest.
After the war he completed his basic schooling and in 1952 embarked on
his university studies. His real interest in humanities but the communist
ideological orientation of the time pushed him into studying something
more in line with the requirements of the new socialist society and he
undertook a post-secondary program in earth sciences. In 1956 he gradu-
ated and in the fall of the same year he began working in one of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences’ research institutes. Soon a great change
took place in his life: after the crushing of the Revolution by Soviet troops
he fled Hungary.

He arrived in New York in February of the following year. Soon
Gábor had the opportunity of following a course of studies in his field of
real interest, history. With the help of a scholarship he entered Stanford
University. By 1962 he was ready to commence his doctoral research the
subject of which was the political career of Hungarian statesman István
Tisza. Gábor began his teaching career as an instructor at Stanford but in
1972 he joined the History Department of Rutgers University and began
teaching on this university’s Newark campus. He remained on the faculty
of Rutgers till his retirement in 2001.

Professor Vermes’s teaching fields were the history of modern
Central and Eastern Europe while his research continued to focus on the
history of Hungary in the 19th and 20th centuries. In 1985 his work on
Tisza was published in book form: István Tisza: The Liberal Vision and
Conservative Statecraft of a Magyar Nationalist (Boulder CO: East
European Monographs), which was followed by a Hungarian edition. A
quarter century later Gábor published another book, this time in Hun-
garian: Kulturális változások sodrában: Magyarország 1711 és 1848
között [In the current of cultural changes: Hungary between 1711 and
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1848] (Budapest: Balassi, 2011). In the meantime he also produced several
articles and numerous book reviews. Some of these appeared in our
journal. The most recent one, “‘Extra Hungarian Non Est Vita’ and the
Baroque in 18th and Early 19th Century Hungary” saw the light of day in
volume 39 (2012).

While he served as president of the American Association for the
Study of Hungarian History (AASHH), Dr. Vermes was instrumental in
establishing a formal link between that organization and the Hungarian
Studies Review. Later the AASHH changed its name to the Hungarian
Studies Association but the link between the two scholarly ventures re-
mained.

For his teaching, research and other academic activities Professor
Vermes was awarded several prizes and decorations.
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